Abstract. It is shown here that there are no nontrivial free regular semigroups, free regular semigroups on a semigroup or free products of regular semigroups. Analogous results are obtained in the categories of simple, bisimple and bisimple regular semigroups.
1. Introduction. Let C denote a subcategory of the category of semigroups. Denote by C(X) a coreflection object in C for the set X, by C(S) a coreflection object in C for a semigroup S and by C(x) a coproduct object for the family X = {S¡; i G 1} m C [4] . In accordance with usual terminology these are respectively a free C-semigroup, a free C-semigroup on a semigroup and a free product in C. Call C(X), C(S) or C(x) trivial if X = \J, S is an object of C or |/| < 1 respectively.
There are subcategories C of semigroups in which these objects exist for any sets, semigroups and families in C. In particular they exist in the categories of semigroups and inverse semigroups [1] , [6] , [3] , [5] . It is proved in this paper, for C the category of regular semigroups, that there are no nontrivial objects C(X), C(S) or C(x). Analogous results for the categories of simple, bisimple and bisimple regular semigroups are provable but since the proofs in these cases are essentially similar to that for regular semigroups, they are not presented in detail.
2. The construction. Let S be a semigroup. In this section a regular semigroup S is constructed so that 5 has regular subsemigroups R and T with R n T = S. With this construction the claimed results can be proved. The construction is based on that described in [3] .
Choose a set of distinct elements Z, = {xa,ya; a G S) so that Z, n S = □• Let Xx = {xa; a G S) and Yx = {ya; a G S). We have Xx n Yx = Q Denote by F(ZX) the free semigroup on Z,. Let Fx = S * F(ZX) be the free product of S and F(ZX). Put Hx = S * F(XX) and Kx = S * F(YX). Let t, be the symmetric relation on F, generated by {(axaa, a), (ayaa, a); a G S} and let px be the least congruence on Fx that contains r,. Write Sx = Fx/px, Rx = Hx/px and Tx = Kx/px.
The aim initially is to prove that Rx n Tx = (S)px# =: S. Some definitions and results are required for this.
Note that (u, v) G p, if and only if there exists p¡, q¡ G F¡ and (u¡, v,) G t, for 1 < i < n so that u -pxuxqx, pxvxqx = p2u2q2, . . . ,pnvnq" = v.
(
If at step i in this chain m, = a and v¡ = azaa we call the step and za an insertion. If m, = azaa and u, = a call the step and za a deletion. A term za G Z, may appear several times in the free product expression for u. Index these occurrences and the occurrences of za as insertions in the chain (1) . If the indexed term (za)m appears as both an insertion and a deletion in (1), we say za is an insertion-deletion in (1).
Lemma 2.1. If (u, v) E p, then there is a chain of form (1) for u, v with no insertion -deletions.
Proof. Suppose there are insertion-deletions in (1) . Choose i,j so that (za)m is inserted at step / and deleted at step j and so that no insertion-deletions occur between steps /' and/. Call (za)m a central insertion-deletion. Then u, = a E S, v¡ = azaa, Uj = azaa and Vj = a. From the definition of F, as a free product we have (p¡a,pja), (aq¡, aqf) E p,. Suppose p¡a is changed to/at some step between /' and/. If / is obtained by a deletion then / E Fla. Since there are no insertion-deletions between steps i and /, if / is obtained by an insertion then also / G F¡a. Dual statements apply for changes in aq¡. Hence, for i < h <j and some/,, gh E Fxx, it can be seen that either ph = fha(za)mgh where ghuhqh, ghvhqh E aF{ or qh = Proof. Assume, by Lemma 2.1, that (1) has no insertion-deletions. Hence (1) involves only deletions from F(X{) and insertions from F( Y{). Suppose u¡ = b, v¡ = b(yb)hb, ui+x = a(xa)ka and vi+x = a whereyb E F(YX) and xa E F(XX). Let w = P¡v¡q¡ ™ A+ity+rö+r Assume, in the free product expression for w, that (xa)¿ precedes (yb)h; a similar argument applies otherwise. Then w = Pj+Xa(xa)ke(yb)hbq¡ where e = af = gb and p¡ = pi+xa(xa)kg, qi+x = fly^hbq,, for some e,f,gE Fx.
We get PM = Pi+ \a(xa)kafq¡, pi+ xafq¡ = pi+x gbq¡, Pi+X gb(yb)hbq¡ = p/+ xaqi+,. which is a chain of form (1) with less inclusions from F(T,) preceding deletions from F(X{) than (1) has. Hence the lemma can be proved by induction. Note that Sx, Rx and Tx are not regular semigroups. The desired semigroups S, R and T will be constructed inductively to be regular "closures" of Sx, Rx and Tx respectively.
For the sake of the next step of the construction define an endomorphism a,:
Fx -» Fx by aax = a and y0a, = xa = xaa, for each a G S1, xa G Xx and va G Yx.
Note that if (u, v) G p, then the image under a, of a chain of form (1) for u and v is a chain of form (1) for (u)ax and (v)ax. Hence by the induced homomorphism theorem [1] there is a homomorphism ßx: Sx -» Rx so that p*ßx = axpx*. Since a, is the identity map on Hx then ßx is the identity map on Rx.
The construction can now be continued. Define a set of distinct elments Z2 = {za; a G Sx) so that Z2 n Sx = Q Let X2 = (za G Z2; a G Rx] and 72 = {za G Z2; a G Tx). Define F2 = 5, * /"(Z^, H2 = Rx * F(X^ and #2 = 7, * F( K2). Let t2 be the symmetric relation on F2 generated by {(azaa, a); a G Sx} and let p2 be the least congruence on F2 containing t2. Put S2 = F2/p2, R2 = H2/p2 and T2 = K2/p2.
It will now be shown that R2 n T2 = (S)px*p2 sa S. Since (Sx)p2 sa Sx then R2 n T2 = (Ä, n F,)p2* sa 5. Let ß2: S2 -» Ä2 De the induced homomorphism so that p*/82 = a2p*. Since p* and p2# restricted to S1 and 5, respectively are injective homomorphisms, assume for convenience that S G Sx G S2. We may similarly construct S3, R3 and T3 so that S2 G Sv R3 n T3 = S and each element of S2, R2 and 7^ has an inverse in S3, R3 and T3 respectively. Continuing by induction, semigroups Sn, R" and Tn can be constructed so that S"_x G Sn, R" n Tn = S and each element of S"_,, R"_, and rn_, has an inverse in S", R" and Tn respectively.
To complete the construction let S = U" iS" R= U,°li^ and T = U," ,7].. These semigroups are regular, R G S D T and /? n T = S. Proof. Suppose F is a free regular semigroup on S. Then there is a homomorphism a: S -> F so that for any homomorphism ß: S -» V, V a regular semigroup, there is a unique homomorphism y: F-» V where ay = ß. By the construction S is embeddable in a regular semigroup S with regular subsemigroups R and F so that License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use R n Tea S. Let V = S and (S)ß = R n T. Since (F)y is regular, while 5 is not, there are at least two distinct choices for the map y; namely with (F)y Q R or (F)y C T. Corollary 2.6. There are no nontrivial free regular semigroups.
Proof. If there is a free regular semigroup on a set X then it can be readily seen that there is a free regular semigroup on the free semigroup F(X). F(X) is nonregular. Corollary 2.7. There are no nontrivial free products in the category of regular semigroups.
Proof. Let F be a free product in the category of semigroups of the family {S¡; i E I) of regular semigroups. It can be easily checked that a free product of this family in the category of regular semigroups exists if and only if the free regular semigroup on F exists. Note that the lack of symmetry in the existential conditions used to define bisimple semigroups is not essential. However with symmetrical conditions the proof of generalised Lemma 2.1 appears more cumbersome.
The construction for bisimple regular semigroups is a straightforward generalisation of the above. Theorem 3.1. Let C be the category of simple, bisimple or bisimple regular semigroups. Then there are no nontrivial C(X), C(S) or C(x) where X is a set, S is a semigroup and x 's a family of objects in C.
It is known [2] that free products of any families exist in the category C of orthodox semigroups. It can therefore be readily checked that there exist free orthodox semigroups on some semigroups; for suppose x is a family of orthodox semigroups and G is a free product of x i« the category of semigroups, then C(G) = C(x)-However free orthodox semigroups do not exist on any nonempty set [7] .
